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"If the enemy had descended suddenly in large numbers from the sky in different
parts of the country, they would have found only little clusters of men mostly armed with
shotguns, gathered around our search light positions. But now, whenever he comes, if
he comes, he will find wherever he should place his foot, that he will be immediately
attacked by resolute, determined men who have a perfectly clear intention and resolve
to namely put him to death!" Churchill

Our Nashcon 2009 game is a tactical encounter during the might-havebeen German invasion of Great Britain. The Germans believe that seizing
selected airfields coupled with random troops landings will force general panic
and compel a British surrender.
The battlefield is a 6 X 12 foot table with 28mm troops. Each
player commands a company
The Home Guard are prominent in the defense of the airfield
and the adjacent village. The Germans are represented by the feared
Fallschirmjäger (paratroopers) who attempt to take the airfield. The
Germans will also land troops off-board in an attempt to link up with
the paratroopers. The British regulars are rushing to stop the
invasion.
The game is played using our Combat Captain rules which allow a high
degree of flexibility in unit activity during a turn. The idea is simplicity of play so
the game will move along to a satisfactory conclusion in under three hours.
The modifications to the Combat Captain Rules (the Rules appear after this
introduction) include the following:
Each German company (unit) is pre-placed on the board. The Germans may get
reinforcements if they seem to be successful.

i

If the Germans capture the airfield they get three
tanks three turns later on the airfield.
The British home guard troops never get the extra
die for all sub-units conducting the same activity.
A British car or truck can carry a British sub-unit 4 dice in movement.
All British cars or trucks can be turned on their side “for free” by either side which
is a level 2 cover; but it still costs 2 dice to come out of such cover. Once turned
into cover the car or truck can no longer be used as transport.
The British Home Guard infantry and the infantry from the Royal Air Force
Regiment 1 use regular small arms (rifles only).
All British infantry regulars and all German infantry troops use Enhanced Small
Arms.
All hand- held anti-tank weapons (bazookas) are considered inferior guns.
Mortars are not effective against armor. There are no fire modifiers for mortars.
All armor is “regular armor.” All tank cannons are “regular” cannons.

1

After the evacuation of Dunkirk it became clear that the Army with its resources severely stretched
might not be able to cope with the added burden of defending RAF airfields and installations. It was
decided to form a new corps to specialize in defensive operations to secure the airfields from attack and
so by Royal Warrant from George VI on the 1st of February 1942 the Corps of the Royal Air Force
Regiment was officially formed.

ii
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Organization of Troops
A company (called a unit) consists of up to eight “squads” which in these rules are
called sub-units. The majority of the squads (usually four or five) are rifle squads of five
men each. A company may be supported by one to four heavy weapon squads
(machine guns and mortars). In this game the most common company composition is 5
rifle squads and 2 heavy weapon squads.
Tanks companies are one to three vehicles. One to three on-board artillery pieces is a
battery and is considered “company sized.”
Off-board artillery is a low probability, random event as is the “air strike.”
•

In these rules a company-sized unit is called a “unit.” The “parts” of the company
are called “sub-units.” Thus a squad is a sub-unit. An individual model tank is a
sub-unit.

Below is a picture of a British infantry company made of five infantry squads and two
heavy weapon squads. Thus this company is made up of 7 sub-units. In our game the
smaller, crew-served, heavy weapons are mounted on 2” diameter stands.

Large, Heavy, crew-served weapons, such as an anti-tank gun, operate as an
independent company or they may be attached to an infantry company. In our game the
large crew-served, heavy weapons are mounted on 3” diameter stands.
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Below is a photo of a tank company with 3 tank sub-units.

Dice
All dice are six-siders. We count the pips for a “normal” event such as firing at short
range. We count only the even numbers for medium range and odd numbers for long
range. This convention does away with a host of charts. Movement is dictated by die
roll. We use the full, even, odd dice convention for movement: more difficult terrain
uses only odd dice numbers and certain units only move on even dice.
Game scale
One figure represents 2 - 3 men and one model vehicle is 2 – 3 vehicles. For range,
eight inches equals about 100 meters (with long, “effective” range for rifles being 24" or
300 meters).

Game Sequence: The Turn
After everything is set up and ready to go, the
players first roll to see who has the initiative this
turn.
•

Initiative

Each side rolls one die + modifiers. The highest die
chooses who has initiative this turn.
•

Initiative Modifiers:

+1 for EVERY enemy sub-unit destroyed last turn.
+2 won initiative last turn;
+3 for EVERY close combat won last turn;
Discussion: In this game he who has the initiative tends to keep it.
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•

Activation:

The initiative side winner chooses whether his side or the enemy will activate one
company sized unit first this turn. Once an activated unit finishes offensive operations,
the opposite side then activates one unit.
Discussion: As with a coin toss in football, a prevailing team can allow the other side to
“go first” for a variety of reasons to gain some advantage or it can make the first
activation itself.
When it comes his turn to activate a unit, the player elects which company or battery or
other company-sized unit may activate first on his side. The first unit – such as an
infantry company – then “plays” its activity dice by moving, firing, and/or taking cover.
The other player can then activate any unit of his choice unit, Subject to certain
limitations the first player can fire if he has “held fire” with his activated unit.
This continues until all units are activated.
•

Close Combat

Friendly Units in contact with enemy units other go at it with bayonets and hand
grenades to gain disputed ground. This is quick, brutal, and produces a decisive result
one way or the other.
•

Initiative Player Random Airplane or Off-board Artillery Event

The initiative player determines if he will be allowed any airstrikes or off-board
bombardment which is dictated by a die roll.
After the initiative player attempts a random airstrike or artillery strike, then certain units
on both sides may make a reinforcement move.
•

Reinforcement Move:

Units beyond 40” of any enemy may make a “reinforcement move.”
•

End of Turn

The players see if victory conditions are met; if not, they play another turn.
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Activity Dice
An activating unit has an activity dice limit –usually three – which can be used for the
activity for EACH sub-unit that turn.
The activity dice number (usually 3) dictates the upper limit of activity dice EACH subunit can expend that turn.
•

Thus, a unit with an activity dice limit of three means EACH sub-unit can use
three dice worth of activity that turn.

ALL the sub-units of the unit conduct activity
to completion (with the exception of dice
which are “held back” for defensive activity
such as a sub-unit “holding their fire”) and
then the other side activates a unit.
For example: a sub-unit uses two dice for
movement and one for fire. Another sub-unit
uses all three for movement. Another subunit “takes cover” with 2 dice and “holds fire”
with a third dice.
Activity per Unit
Sub-units of a unit may conduct various and different Offensive (or defensive) activities
with the combat dice up to the activity dice limit for that unit. The activity dice limit in
these rules is always assumed to be three (although game events may dictate more or
less dice).
•

Dice not used in the turn are not carried over to the next turn.

Discussion: The use or saving of the activity dice compels some forethought as to what
may “happen” in a turn. Blindly moving all your sub-units through open ground with
three dice can be a good thing if you are far from the front and there is little chance of
enemy fire. However, you could be surprised by an enemy machine gun nest and have
nothing left for defensive fire in which case the captain may have quite a few letters to
write to the families of his casualties.
Exception to Activity Dice Limit
The activity dice limit for each company-sized unit is dictated at the beginning of the
turn. In these rules it is always assumed to be a three dice limit per unit. Occasionally a
unit may gain (or lose) activity dice for certain bonus activity or as a result of some
adverse event.
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•

There is one temporary addition to activity dice. If all the sub-units in a unit
conduct the exact same activity with all its dice at the exact same time then the
unit (all sub-units) gains an extra dice for the sub-units to exercise.

For example, the unit has three activity dice but elects to move all sub-units. With the
extra die gained by this common activity, the sub-units cast 4 dice and the sub-units
may move up to that many inches as per the movement rules. Of course that consumes
the unit’s entire activity for the turn but the unit will move further by engaging in a
common unified activity.
For example, the unit desires to use all dice for shooting, in which case it uses four dice
for fire: a deadly volley to be sure!
Use of Activity Dice (pay attention folks; this is the guts of the game)
Offensive Activity Dice FOR EACH SUB-UNIT Used When Unit conducts Offensive
Activation (Move, Fire, Take Cover, Remove from Cover, or Hold Fire)
When a company-sized unit is activated, EACH sub-unit can conduct offensive
operations with all its dice (usually three which is the unit’s upper limit for each subunit).
•

Offensive Activity Dice can be used by EACH sub-unit for some or all of the
following events:
(1) A die or dice can be used for Movement, and/or
(2) A die or dice can be used for Fire (offensively) and/or
(3) A die or dice can be used to “Move out of Cover” into an aggressive, more
mobile stance (one Cover marker is removed per dice) and/or
(4) A sub-unit can “take cover” (Cover markers are placed; one per die
expended) which means when enemy fire produces potential casualties subunits which have “taken cover” during this or during a prior turn can roll to
save possible hits (there is no limit to how many times the save rolls can be
used), and/or
(5) A dice or dice can be intentionally SAVED for future fire activities this turn; the
sub-unit “Holds Fire.” (“hold fire” markers are placed for each sub-unit
desiring to hold fire), and/or
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Offensive Activity Dice FOR THE ENTIRE UNIT Used When Unit conducts
Offensive Activation (Remove Morale Marker)
•

Offensive Activity Dice can be used by the ENTIRE UNIT for the following as
long as EACH sub-unit contributes a die to the activity:

A dice or dice can pull a morale marker or markers from the unit since a morale
marker affects the ENTIRE unit even it was triggered by some bad behavior of a single
sub-unit.
Discussion: A morale marker can be pulled as long as ALL the sub-units contribute a
die to the activity since all the sub-units are impacted by the horrid morale marker.
Offensive Activity Dice for Heavy Weapons
•

Heavy weapons such as mortars, machineguns and field guns, may not fire in a
turn where the weapons moved or took cover or removed cover during that turn
OR the unit pulled a morale marker . Conversely a heavy weapon may not move
or take cover or remove from cover if it fires this turn. Nor may the unit pull a
morale marker if the heavy weapons fired. A heavy weapon may move and take
or remove from cover in the same turn.

Discussion: Heavy, crewed weapons take time to set up and to acquire a target. They
are just not as flexible as regular infantry who only have small arms. Thus any heavy
weapon movement or taking cover precludes firing. Once the heavy weapon unit is in
place to fire however: watch out!
Defensive Activity Dice AFTER Offensive Activation is over
“HOLD FIRE” can be used for Defensive Fire (sub-units which held some or all of their
fire during offensive operations can now “return fire” as enemy troops fire at them or the
sub-unit fires at enemy troops whose movement present targets of opportunity)
Discussion: Hold fire is always a post-activation activity.
The number of times a sub-unit can fire defensively is dictated by the number of “hold
fire” markers the sub-unit has placed. One die for each activity die. Thus a sub-unit can
have three hold fire markers.
When firing the sub-unit can shoot all its hold fire markers at once at a common target
or can fire them one at a time at different targets.
•

When do you use the hold fire dice?

When your opponent is moving one of his sub-units you call out your shot whenever you
desire.
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When your opponent takes a shot at your sub-unit you can fire back if you have a hold
fire marker. However he gets to assess casualties first. The fire is NOT simultaneous. In
this game preference ALWAYS goes to the more active, offensive unit.
Using the Activity Dice per Sub-unit
A sub-unit (of an activated unit) may use its activity dice as it sees fit up to the number
of the [remaining] activity dice limit for that unit. The activity dice limit for a unit in this
game is usually three and thus each subunit can employ up to three dice for activity in a
turn.
For example a sub-unit with 3 activity dice can move 1 die, fire with 1 die and then move
with the remaining die.
The dice number “rolled” for one sub-unit does not impact the roll for the next sub unit.
•

A sub-unit may use all the dice it intends (or is allowed to) use that turn before
the next sub-unit conducts activities.

•

Alternatively a sub-unit can play one dice, then another sub-unit in the same
company can play three dice and then the first sub-unit can play its second and
third die and so forth.

To keep track of allowed activity dice each sub-unit can be allocated a marker for the
activity dice limit and -- as each is used -- the maker is inverted. We use a penny: heads
for three dice remaining dice. Tails for two dice remaining dice. When the third die is
used the penny is removed which also indicates the sub-unit has finished its permitted
activity. [Hold fire markers remain on the appropriate sub-units ]
Discussion: This rule allows a company a fair amount of flexibility during its offensive
operational activation. The sub-units can move and fire and, if needed, fire again or
even move backwards out of harm’s way. Needless to say the other player may be able
to respond with defensive fire IF it has allocated ”hold fire” for this eventuality. When
and how to play activity dice gives the player something to be thinking about and indeed
is the essence of this game.
Major Discussion: Enough has been said about offensive dice and defensive dice so the
flow of the game should be apparent. A friendly unit is activated. Each sub-unit in the
company moves one die and takes cover with a second die. An enemy unit [which had
the good sense to hold fire when it was activated] perceives several of your sub-units
are now in range and elects to fire a defensive volley of three dice since it has
previously held fire. You sustain an unacceptable number of possible hits but you had
“taken cover” which reduces your casualties. You are extraordinarily lucky and sustain
minimal losses. With one die remaining you fire at the enemy unit who had the temerity
to shoot at you. Your rounds find their mark and there are far fewer enemy troops to
harm you. It’s now the enemy’s opportunity to activate a unit and tank shells drop
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around your unit; you wish you had taken even deeper cover for the unexpected
barrage but you couldn’t since you committed your dice to movement, minimal cover
and a single volley of rifle fire.
Using Activity Dice for Shooting.
•

Firing activity dice offensively.

Consistent with the above rule, sub-units may fire at a common target at the same time.
Indeed, units will want to combine fire to increase the probability of a casualty.
For example two sub-units want to fire at an enemy. The sub-units can cast as many as
three dice each to determine fire points. Then they combine the score and then cast the
variable dice.
Discussion: Remember that if all sub-units conduct the same activity and use all their
activity dice at the same time they get a one die bonus. Thus, all five rifle squad subunits of a company can fire all at once with four dice each. There is no requirement that
they fire at the same target or that the even all have a target; however this “burns” all
the activity dice for that turn.
When multiple sub-units fire at a common target, at the same instant, they may do so
(and add their fire factors together.)
•

Firing dice defensively (Hold Fire)

When holding fire the unit uses the dice defensively at a time AFTER the offensive
activation is over.
A player cannot hold defensive dice over to another turn; use it or lose it.
Discussion: Deciding how many – if any – defensive dice to “hold back” is part of the
strategy of this game.
Taking Cover or Leaving Cover
•

To Take Cover

To Take Cover, the sub-unit commits an activity die or dice to this function. In essence
the sub-unit is spending time and movement to find cover and take up ever-increasing
levels of protection such a entering buildings and erecting improvised field defenses.
You do not need to roll to take cover; you just “burn a die” which could have been used
for another activity.
A unit in a given level of cover can acquire better cover by burning a die (in this or a
later turn) for the next better level of cover up to level 3.
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Discussion: Burning a die for “cover” activities represents a temporal event when the
unit could have been doing something else. The more time spent finding adequate
cover dictates better cover and more protection but less time for shooting or moving.
Discussion: When the sub-unit has Taken Cover, dice are used to conduct saving rolls
against possible casualties but the unit has already “paid the price” to be in cover by the
expenditure of offensive dice.
“Cover” can be used when enemy units fire offensively or if enemy units fire defensively.
•

Leaving Cover

Once a unit is in cover, it must “leave” cover to move again. Leaving cover is the
opposite of taking cover; you burn a die to leave a level of cover.
Discussion: This “cover” rule represents the time it takes a unit to acquire or leave cover
and reorganize itself for mobile offensive activity. The more “dug in” the unit, the more
time (and dice) it takes for the unit to find its men, don their gear and get “ready to go.”
•

Levels of Cover

There are 5 levels of cover;
Level 1 is where the sub-unit simply “goes
prone” to present a smaller target. A sub-unit
employs a “cover stick” which is placed in
front of the sub-unit to indicate Level 1. Level
1 cover provides 270° protection (front and
flanks).
Level 2 is where the sub-unit takes more time
to hide behind trees, walls and rocks or other cover. Two cover sticks denote level 2.
Level 2 cover provides 270° protection (front and flanks).
Level 3 is where the sub-unit enters buildings and takes up firm defensive positions
which do not include field works. Three cover sticks denote level 3. Level 3 cover
provides 270° protection (front and flanks). Level 3 cover can only occur within 12
inches of a model building.
Levels 4 and 5 are where there are previously prepared positions existing prior to game
play. Units may not create these during the time allotted for the game. These levels are
represented by models of trenches or pillboxes and the like. Levels 4 and 5 cover
provide 360° protection (front, rear and flanks).
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The exact level is determined prior to
game play.
•

Effect of Cover

As we learn later when we get to
casualties, a level of cover allows for a
“saving roll.” A level 1 cover allows for
a save on possible hit with a roll of 1.
A sub-unit in cover STAYS in cover
until such time as it moves out of cover.
It can stay in cover from turn to turn at
no cost in dice.
When a sub-unit has taken cover of any sort it cannot voluntarily move, until all cover
sticks are removed.
•

Removing Cover

It takes 1 die worth of activity dice to pull one cover stick.
Units may leave Level 4 and 5 cover by expending three activity dice.
Example: A sub-unit already in level 3 cover would need to burn all three dice in its
activation phase or in several phases in later turns to get itself together so offensive
activity could be commenced in the next, following turn.
Discussion: In this game buildings only block line of sight. They are obstacles to
movement in the sense that you have to move “through” the house which is considered
“odd” terrain. You don’t actually “enter” a house and fight from within. Thus the
buildings are, in effect, only “representative” of a built-up area. If you want to gain the
defensive benefit of something as stout as a house, you pay 3 cover points in front of
your sub-unit where it stands and lay the cover sticks in front of your sub-unit. This is
kind of letting the terrain come to you instead of you coming to the terrain. In terrain
devoid of houses we prohibit level 3 cover.
•

Emergency Cover Departure

If a sub-unit desires to break cover without paying the necessary die or dice it may do
so BUT the entire unit takes a MORALE marker for EACH sub-unit making a beak
cover. Remember, when that happens, deduct a pip from every die until the Morale
marker gets pulled.
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•

Vehicles in Cover

Vehicles can achieve Only Level 2 cover and can never be in level one cover [tanks do
not go prone!] If there is only a level one cover because that is all that can be acquired
that turn, the cover level has no effect in combat but, next turn, another cover level
could be acquired which would bring the tank up to Level 2.
Discussion: The time factor is a function of finding adequate cover to protect something
as big as a tank such as behind a small hill, in a “hull down” position.
Vehicles “in cover” can ONLY fire with their primary weapon and not with machine guns
which are considered obstructed by the concealment.
Discussion: Armor units in cover are “protected” not as much by rubble and the like but
by concealment.
Terrain Cover
A unit behind a terrain hedge is considered level 1.However the unit must “pay a die”
to move adjacent to the hedge. Moving over the hedge when adjacent costs 1 die.
A unit behind a rock wall is considered level 2. However the unit must “pay two dice” to
move adjacent to the hedge. Moving over the wall when adjacent costs 2 dice.
Unit Cohesion
Sub-units need to “stay together.” Any sub-unit which is 12 inches or more away from at
least one other sub-unit cannot move or fire offensively this turn. The unit may take
cover or remove from cover. The unit may hold fire.
Using Activity Dice for Movement
•

When can you move?

Except for withdrawing units, (i.e. retreating) a sub-unit can only move when activated.
•

How do you move?

To move, the unit uses an activity die or dice. In summary the sub-unit throws the die or
dice and moves that many inches dictated by the roll: for example: three pips are three
inches. The unit moves three inches.
The unit need not move all the inches dictated by the dice.
Discussion: Three dice will allow the sub-unit to move up to 18 inches (if you are lucky
enough to roll three 6’s) but it will not be firing or taking cover since there are no dice left
over for these functions.
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•

Even Movement dice for infantry

All regular infantry and heavy weapons can move ONLY on even dice. Odd die rolls are
ignored.
Discussion: Even die numbers equal 12 on a single die (2 +4 +6) so, on average, an
infantry sub-unit will move 2 inches per die: an average of 6 inches for three dice. An
infantry sub-unit may have a catastrophic die roll and not move at all; lost orders,
sergeant killed by a sniper or the troops don’t “feel” like moving. Conversely the sub-unit
could be lucky and move 24” if all the sub-units elect to commit all dice to movement (an
extra die) and the sub-unit rolls four sixes! Just assume they caught a ride on a passing
truck. Either extreme is rare: fortunes of war. The company commander does not have
total control you see.
•

Total Die Rolls for Vehicles

Vehicles move on any die number.
Discussion: This is 10.5 inches per turn on average for three dice.
•

Movement penalties – Odd Terrain

Certain terrain creates odd impediments to movement such as a bog, certain rubble,
dense brush, or burning buildings. To account for movement restrictions in this odd
terrain the normal movement rates and dice combinations are suspended. ALL UNITS
in odd terrain will now move ONLY on odd numbers. In other words everybody moves
only with an odd number on the die.
Discussion: This is a cruel rule but removes the necessity of dividing and calculating
movement restrictions and wasting a ton of time. Thus, on average a unit moves in odd
terrain but 4.5 inches -- on average -- with three dice; a snail’s pace.
A wall or hedge is odd terrain. You might consider rolling dice individually as you
approach so the odd dice requirement can be met.
•

Movement penalties – Night

To move in normal terrain at night use only odd die. One can move in odd terrain at
night only on a die roll of 1 or 3 (that many inches).
•

Other Movement Penalties and Rules

Other than the even/odd dice conventions remember that a sub-unit cannot move while
in cover until it removes the cover markers (which consume dice, i.e. time). Also
remember that heavy weapons which fire cannot move. Also remember that a morale
marker is a 1 pip deduction for ALL dice rolled; nasty that, what.
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•

Road Movement

This game is tactical combat at close range and no unit is going to be in “road
formation.” However, units more distant than 40 inches from the enemy can conduct a
reinforcement move after all the units on both sides have activated and combat
concluded.
•

Reinforcement Move.

Units beyond 40” of any enemy may make a reinforcement move. This is a move in
addition to the earlier regular move during activation. The unit must not have engaged in
combat this turn or fired this turn, have no morale markers and must begin the move
more than 40” away from any enemy unit and in taking a move may not move closer
than 40” to any enemy unit. It can conduct no action other than a move.
•

Formations

There are no formation rules in this game, thank goodness.
Morale
Take one morale marker for the ENTIRE UNIT for any of following events:
1. A sub-unit is destroyed.
2 Unit fails to charge into close assault when charges are attempted.
3. Unit WITHDRAWS.
4. Unit loses a CLOSE COMBAT.
5. A sub-unit makes an emergency “brake cover.”
•

Impact of a Morale Marker

Each morale chit is -1 on every die EVERY sub-unit (in the unit) throws for everything
but the unit may otherwise act normally.
When the number of chits for the unit as a whole equals six (OR equals the number
of remaining subunits) the unit ROUTS on the spot and vacates the field of combat.
Discussion: In some instances the unit may return to the field after appropriate “alone
time” in the discretion of the game master or by the scenario rules.
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•

Removing the Dreaded Moral Markers

A unit may pull a Morale Marker at any time during the offensive activation phase but
this consumes a single die for ALL the sub-units.
A Morale Marker can only be pulled IF there is an unused activity die available for all
sub-units in the unit.
Multiple Morale Markers can be pulled if there are enough dice available.
Casualties
•

Each “hit” is a casualty. Except for “saving” rolls for cover, one casualty is one
man lost. The owner pulls a man from the sub-unit affected.

There are no modifications for casualties on a sub-unit. Until the sub-unit is wiped out it
operates at “full strength.”
“Partial” losses from several sub-units are consolidated so that 4 men lost from 1 subunit and 1 man lost from another sub-unit results in the loss of an entire sub-unit.
Fairness dictates that the sub-unit which lost 4 men is the one that evaporates; put the
survivor over on the other sub-unit.
Heavy weapon stands are removed when BOTH figures are casualties.
•

Vehicles are destroyed using a roster system. For example a company of tanks
has three model tanks. The Unit can take 9 kills and each model tank is removed
after 3 kills for the unit as a whole.
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Saving Casualties for Being in Cover
•

Each time a sub-unit takes a possible hit such as from fire or melee the unit may
try to save the loss by rolling to SAVE for EACH possible hit. If the sub-unit rolls
the required number or less, the loss is ignored.

A sub-unit with level 1 cover saves on a 1 (clever boy: now we know why the cover
levels are numbered!) Level 1 cover is 270 degrees.
A sub-unit with level 2 cover saves on a 2 or less. Level 2 cover is 270 degrees.
A sub-unit with level 3 cover saves on a 3 or less. Level 3 cover is 270 degrees.
A sub-unit with level 4 cover saves on a 4 or less. Level 4 cover is 360 degrees.
A sub-unit with level 5 cover saves on a 5 or less. Level 5 cover is 360 degrees.
Using Activity Dice for Firing at the Enemy (it’s why you play the game!)
A sub-unit fires with activity dice. When you fire you first determine the weapon type and
range to target. Then you figure out if there is a line of sight to the target unobstructed
by terrain or troops. A laser pointer is helpful.
Then, assuming the target is in the line of sight, you get ready to fire.
Now armed with the range, you roll a dice for each activity die allocated for fire. A short
range you count the pips and that tells you how many “fire points” you have. Then you
go to the weapon chart which is basically a weapon type vs. target type: either nonarmored or armored.
Then you throw another dice and cross-reference this variable roll with the fire points
(from the first roll) on the chart which tells you how many hits you inflicted on the
enemy.
Discussion: We use white dice for the fire point’s roll and a red die for the variable die
and throw them at once; faster that way.
Example: The sub-unit fires at an enemy in short range and throws three dice and gets
a 9 which means there are 9 fire points. It is shooting with regular small arms so it uses
there are no modifiers. Then cast the red die which is a 6 which results in 2 hits.
When multiple sub-units fire at a common target, at the same instant, they may do so
(and add their fire factors together.)
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•

The Weapon Charts

There are a few charts depending on weapon type and target. There are a few simple
modifiers.
•

Range Modifiers

At short range all the pips on the fire point dice count. At medium range only count the
even numbers on the fire point dice. At long range only count the odd numbers on the
fire point dice. That’s it? Yes, sir.
WEAPON RANGES
Bazookas
Rifles and Other Small Arms
Mortars and Crewed Machine Guns
Cannon
•

SHORT

MEDIUM

8”
8”
12”
16”

--16”
24”
32”

LONG
---24”
36”
48”

Other Modifiers

Remember that a morale marker subtracts a pip from EVERY die.
•

Number of Hits.

The Number in chart is the potential hits on Non-armor targets: in lieu of a kill the
affected sub-unit may elect a Morale marker for the UNIT as a whole for every other hit
after the first.
The Number in chart is the Kill Number for armored Targets IF a further die roll equals
or is less than the Kill number.
The number of actual casualties on the enemy is subject to a “saving roll” if the enemy
is under some species of cover.
•

Firing Tanks

Tanks are a special case because they have multiple weapons and can fire and move in
the same turn.
Discussion: Crew-served heavy weapons such as cannons or heavy machine guns
either move or shoot. Tanks can do both in a turn: tanks a lot!
A tank has a primary cannon and a machine gun. If a die is used for movement it cannot
be used for weapons fire. If a die (or dice) is used for weapons fire instead of movement
the tank uses the same roll (die number result) for cannon fire and ALSO for the
machine gun. The cannon can fire at target A and the machine gun can fire at target B
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or both can fire at the same target. They are separate weapons but can combine their
fire or fire at separate targets.
.
Example: A tank casts 1 die for movement and sees a dandy target: an enemy tank with
some supporting infantry. The tank fires the remaining two dice at the enemy targets
which are both in close range and gets an 8. The tank’s main gun now has 8 fire points
which are allocated to the enemy tank and the tank’s machine gun has 8 fire points
which are allocated to the enemy infantry.
Example: Assume the previous example but there is only an enemy tank. Here the
machine gun fire is useless because it can have no effect on a tank.
•

Angle of Fire

A subunit can fire 360 degrees.
•

Measuring Fire

Weapons fire is measured from the center of the sub-unit (or tank commander hatch) to
the enemy stand or vehicle.
•

Line of Sight

Troops and vehicles block line of sight as do houses and higher terrain. Forests block
line of sight. Units can only “see” enemy units on edge of forest. Line of sight where
both sides are IN a forest is 8 inches; treat ALL fire combat as if it were in long range.

•

Effect of casualties

There are no modifications for casualties on a sub-unit.
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•

Vehicles are destroyed using a roster system. For example a company of tanks
has three model tanks. The Unit can take 9 kills and each model tank is removed
after 3 kills for the unit as a whole.

Wait a moment, haven’t you forgotten something? Most tactical games require you to
determine if your unit actually “spots” the enemy. If you want to waste time with such
foolishness go ahead but we don’t here because the fire probabilities are so variable.
Spotting is “sorta built in” so we don’t worry about it.
Close Assault
Units can move as per the movement rules. However, no sub-unit may move within 6
inches of an enemy unit unless it attempts a close assault. This is functionally a
“charge” to assault a dwelling or defensive position or to occupy terrain the enemy holds
dear.
•

To close assault during the offensive activity, the player announces a “charge”
and the sub-unit throws some or all of its activity dice. If the distance thrown
(considering odd terrain, morale markers and such) allows the sub-unit to contact
an enemy sub-unit the entire unit may engage in close combat in the later close
combat phase as long as one sub-unit is still in contact when the close
combat phase comes around.

Discussion: As we shall see, during the close assault phase, entire units are functionally
“mixing it up” with bayonets and hand grenades.
Questions and Answers:
Q. I'm assuming that the attacker does not have to pay to enter defensive cover
just merely reach it in their move?
A. TRUE. Indeed there is no “defensive cover” that impacts movement; just odd
terrain which inhibits movement. . You make your own cover by paying dice to
get into it.
Q. If a unit reaches the enemy to force close combat, but the turn is not finished
and the attacker is shot at by a defender not from the close assaulted unit, is
there a chance the defender can be hit by friendly fire? (i.e. shooting into a
melee).
A. NO, the melee hasn’t actually “happened” yet.
Q. I get that the defender from the assault could possibly fire before combat
resolution, just wondering about others influencing the fight.
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A. SURE they can, the other friendly units (from later-activated units) will be
blasting away to pick off enemy close assaulting units to prohibit contact and thus
remove the precondition for the close assault.
Even if only one sub-units contact the enemy ALL sub-units in the attacking unit still can
do whatever they wish during the offensive phase such as firing or moving or trying to
bring more sub-units into contact.
•

The close assault is successful as long as one sub-unit has announced “charge”
and has contacted the enemy AND remains in contact by the end of ALL
activation by ALL the friendly and enemy troops (which will then trigger the close
combat phase portion of the turn)..

•

The unit is eligible to close assault once a sub-unit has connected with the
enemy. Other sub-units can also attempt to connect but they do not need to yell
“charge” unless the initial contacting unit has been blown away by some enemy
defensive activity during the attacking unit’s offensive activity.

Discussion: Other sub-units will want to connect since if there is, for example, a single
sub-unit in contact with the enemy and that sub-unit gets wiped out later in the turn the
unit no longer qualifies as having made a successful charge and thus cannot conduct
close assault. Indeed, the unit draws a Morale Chit because it has failed to close into
close assault.
Under all circumstances when faced with a “charge” an attacked enemy unit can chose
to withdraw IF the enemy unit has not yet activated that turn. If the enemy unit
withdraws it throws four dice and runs for it; that counts as the unit’s activation that turn.
You decide to withdraw or not the second AFTER the other fellow yells “charge.” You
can elect to withdraw (if eligible) each time an enemy sub-unit tries to connect.
Discussion: Remember that if none of your sub-units contact the enemy after yelling
“charge” you draw a morale chit. If you ”chicken out” and withdraw you also draw a
morale chit. As we shall see, the loser of the close combat also draws a chit: also
known as the Oh Chit !
•

Combat resolution

After ALL units are activated the close combat is resolved.
If a unit is in close assault, even if only one sub-unit “connected,” ALL sub-units
in both the attacking company and defending company are in close combat.
Q. Does this mean all sub-units roll dice or just those they will suffer the
fortune/misfortune of those actual sub units in contact? I'm thinking only those in
actual contact roll dice but I'm not sure.
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A. Actually ALL subunits roll for combat results whether they are in contact or
not as long as one sub-unit is in contact when it comes time for close assault.
Why? In this game there is no extra “charge” movement per se. However,
because of the unit cohesion rule which requires that sub-units remain proximate
to one another, they are “close enough” to the enemy to be part of the hand-tohand fight when that comes round. Just think of it as a last minute rush to
reinforce those who have made contact.
To resolve combat, each sub-unit throws a die. Attackers cause the number of hits
consistent with the number of pips on all even dice. ( remember: defenders get a
saving roll if they are in cover!) Defenders cause the number of hits consistent with the
number of pips on all odd dice.
AFTER deducting casualties, and removing dead bodies and eliminated sub-units
(which may cause moral chits), each remaining sub-unit throws a dice:
ADD ODD dice for EACH attacking sub-unit and get a total.
ADD EVEN dice for EACH defending sub-unit and get a total.
•

The defender gets an extra “point” for each level of cover for each sub-unit in the
who-wins calculation.

Higher total WINS the close combat.
LOSER withdraws 4 dice and is burdened by 1 moral chit for withdrawal and another
chit for losing the combat, the so-called “Oh Chit.”
•

The winner of the close combat may acquire the territory vacated by the vacating
enemy.

A winning attacker may move into the vacated area.
A winning defender, at his option, may move up to 6 inches forward (i.e. The Local
Counter-Attack don’t you know).
Questions and Answers
Q. A defender is usually felt to be
at the advantage, wouldn’t it be
better to allow the defender to
count even pips and the attacker
count the odd. In the Army we
were always told to try and
achieve a 3 to 1 superiority upon a
defender, so I think at it should
apply here too?
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A. Actually it is BOTH. You will see that, as they go in, the attacker counts even
die for enemy casualties and the defender counts odd BUT when it comes to
determining the actual winner of the close assault – a separate, subsequent
calculation – the defender counts even die and the attacker odd dice. In the final
hand-to-hand the defender has the advantage.
•

Who is the “attacker”?

Occasionally, due to reinforcements it may not always be clear which side is the
“attacker.” In a close combat melee, the attacker is he whose unit first charged and is
still eligible for close combat when the close combat phase comes round.
•

Effect of casualties

There are no modifications for casualties on a sub-unit. If you want to be a bean
counter, go play someone else’s game.
Initiative Player Random Airplane or Off-board Artillery Event
During this phase, the initiative player then has the option of trying for off-board artillery
or airstrikes. Roll a die if you feel lucky or your back is to wall.
1
2
3
4
5
6

opposing player gets his choice of artillery fire or airplane strikes.
opposing player AUTOMATICALLY gets initiative next turn.
initiative player AUTOMATICALLY gets initiative next turn.
initiative player gets off-board artillery fire
initiative player gets strafing run
initiative player gets a bombing run

Artillery Fire
Roll one dice. The number of pips allows that many off-board artillery shells. These are
cotton balls thrown from behind the board WITH YOUR EYES CLOSED! Where they
land dictates enemy (or friendly!) casualties. Whatever the cotton ball touches when it
comes to rest is a possible casualty subject only to saves for being in cover.
Discussion: There are those who question the lack of different caliber off-board artillery
weapons. To accommodate these purists we believe that heavier guns should get
bigger cotton balls.
Discussion: After 50 years of wargaming during which time I have seen a zillion offboard artillery rules, this rule does the trick. No calculation of “drift” of shells and all sorts
of time-wasting foolishness. It is also fun.
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Airplanes
•

Strafing Run

Roll a dice; 1 or 2 is one plane; 3 or 4 is two
planes and 5 or 6 is three planes. If planes are
shot down on earlier turns you cannot bring
back more; three is the maximum.
Whenever an airplane appears for a strafing
run, place a 36” tape across the battlefield at
any angle the player desires.
Every infantryman crossed by the tape is a
possible casualty on a roll of 5 or 6 subject only
to a saving roll for being in cover.
A roll of 1 of the strafing die assumes the infantryman manages a return shot, which
strikes the strafing plane. Roll 1 die for effect: A return shot for effect of 1, 2, or 3 is a
bullet through the wing, no effect. A 4 or 5 is a bullet in the vitals of the plane, the plane
breaks off the attack but can return on later turns if allowed. A 6 is a bullet in the vitals of
the pilot, the plane crashes and cannot return for remainder of the game (the maximum
you can acquire from now on is two planes)
The airplane can voluntarily terminate the strafing run at any time.
Once the strafing run is finished the plane flies away and returns only when
appropriate unless it has been shot down by ground fire.
•

Bombing Run.

This is exactly the same as strafing for the number of planes. Here, each plane carries
but one bomb. Pick a target, drop the bomb:
1 the bomb misses and the enemy shoot the plane down; serves it right.
2, 3 or 4 bomb misses; in the confusion the plane gets away.
5 or 6 boom (!!!) target destroyed; who ever saw an enemy plane shot down after
blowing up its target?
END of Turn Events
At the end of the turn determine if the victory conditions have been met; if not, fight on!
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Designers Notes
My earlier rules – Charge of the Light Brigade – were primarily devoted to the Crimean
War with significant numbers of battalions roaming the battlefield. More recently I
toyed with Pirates and even Ironclads when I was in my “water mood.”
An impetuous acquisition of some early WWII British and German troops put me
square in the need of some tactical rules for that period. I looked for some suitable
rules and found most were vastly too complicated. Others compelled the use of
assorted-sized dice which have never appealed to me. And so, like most of us, I rolled
my own: rules that is.
The limitation of six-sided dice dictated a host of charts and variables which made my
first attempts as complex as all the other tactical games on the market. In a dream I
suppose I hit upon the full, even, odd dice convention that plays prominently in the
range and movement rules.
I then decided that dice could represent not only distance and fire combat but that dice
could substitute for time itself. “Paying” so many dice to conduct an activity would permit
a delay in movement for example while the unit engaged in some other event such as
seeking cover. This took a long time to conceptualize but once I understood the
relationship the various factors became more apparent. The incidental benefit was the
elimination of as many charts as possible.
Hitting on “three” as the “magic number” of dice per turn was by default. Fewer dice
made things too slow and more allowed a side to get too much of a jump on the other
side.
The fire rules are an evolution of my musket-era charts albeit with far more variables
that seem to be required in modern era games. We can agree I suppose that “shooting”
is what WWII games are all about. A single chart would be tolerated if it was devoted
to the killing of enemy units from afar.
The morale rule is a variation of that used in my other games. It is gradual and if you
want to run about with morale markers affixed to your troops so be it. Again there are no
charts and anybody can subtract one pip from every die as a penalty.
The “cover” rules flowed naturally from the need to avoid complex terrain modifications.
Instead of you going to the terrain, the terrain comes to you as a function of the time it
takes to get into the several degrees of cover.
At the end of the day the game is designed for fun at our wargame conventions or
where some stalwart souls want to engage in a favored pastime of our hobby.
David Raybin
April 2009, Nashville.
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Combat Captain Charts !

Combat Captain © 2009 David Raybin
FIRE CHART
Sub-units from SAME unit may combine fire at a common target
If done at the same time.
Number in chart is potential hits on Non-armor targets
Number in chart is Kill Number for armored Targets. IF a further
die roll is equal to or less than the Kill number then target killed.
Weapons fire is measured from the center of the sub-unit
(or tank commander hatch) to the enemy stand or vehicle.
Short
RANGE
Medium RANGE
Long
RANGE

ALL DICE Count
Only EVEN DICE Count
Only ODD Dice Count

Modifiers to Fire Points per sub-unit
Rifles Only vs. Infantry

0

(Home Guard and Air defense)

Enhanced Small Arms vs. Infantry

+1

(British Regulars and Germans)

Gun vs. Infantry
Crewed Machine Guns vs. Infantry

+2
+6

Stationary Gun vs. ALL Stationary
Targets on 3rd turn
Gun vs. Thin Armor
Gun vs. Superior Armor
Superior Gun vs. Superior Armor
Superior Gun vs. Armor
Superior Gun vs. Thin Armor
Inferior Gun vs. Thin Armor
Inferior Gun vs. Armor

+2
+1
-1
-1
+1
+2
-1
-2

hand- held anti-tank weapons (bazookas)

Inferior Gun vs. Superior Armor

-4

Vehicles are destroyed using a roster system. For example a
company of tanks has three model tanks. The Unit can take 9 kills
and each model tank is removed after 3 kills for the unit as a whole.

Other modifiers
-1 to ALL dice rolls for EACH
morale marker
SAVE ROLLS Hits save on die roll
equal to the cover level. Levels 1, 2 &
3 cover is 270 °. Levels 4 & 5 are 360.°

F
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Variable Die Roll
1 2 3 4 5
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
- - - 1
- - 1 1
- - 1 2
- - 1 2
- 1 1 2
- 1 2 2
- 1 2 3
- 2 2 3
1 2 2 3
1 2 3 3
1 2 3 3
- 2 2 3 3
- 2 2 3 4
- 2 2 3 4
- 2 3 3 4
- 2 3 4 4
- 2 3 4 4
- 2 3 4 5
- 2 3 5 5
- 2 3 5 5
- 2 3 5 6
- 2 4 5 6
- 2 4 5 6
- 2 4 5 7
- 2 4 6 7
- 2 5 6 7
- 3 5 6 7
- 4 5 6 7
- 4 5 6 8
- 4 5 7 8
- 4 5 7 8
- 4 6 7 8
- 5 6 7 8
- 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5

Continued on Next Page
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Variable Die Roll
1 2 3 4 5
- 5 6 7 9
5 6 8 9
5 7 8 9
6 7 8 9
6 7 8 9
6 7 9 10
6 8 9 10
7 8 9 10
7 8 9 10
7 8 9 11
1 7 8 9 11
2 7 8 9 11
3 7 8 9 11
4 7 8 9 11
5 7 8 9 11
6 7 8 9 11
6 7 8 9 11
6 7 8 9 12
6 7 8 9 13
6 7 8 9 13
6 7 8 10 13
6 7 8 11 13
6 7 8 12 13
6 7 9 12 13
6 7 10 12 13
6 8 10 12 13
6 8 11 12 13
6 9 11 12 13
6 10 11 12 13
6 10 11 12 13
6 10 11 12 14
6 10 12 13 14
6 11 12 13 14
6 12 12 13 14
7 12 12 13 14
8 12 12 13 14
9 12 12 13 14
10 12 12 13 14
11 12 12 13 14
12 12 12 13 14
1 2 3 4 5

6
10 41
10 42
10 43
10 44
11 45
11 46
11 47
11 48
12 49
12 50
12 51
12 52
12 53
12 54
12 55
12 56
13 57
13 58
13 59
13 60
13 61
13 62
13 63
13 64
13 65
13 66
13 67
13 68
13 69
14 70
14 71
14 72
14 73
14 74
14 75
14 76
14 77
14 78
14 79
14 80
6
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Variable Die Roll
1 2 3 4 5
81 12 12 12 13 14
82 12 12 12 13 15
83 12 12 12 14 15
84 12 12 13 14 15
85 12 13 13 14 15
86 12 13 13 15 15
87 12 13 14 15 15
88 12 13 14 15 15
89 12 13 14 15 16
90 12 13 14 15 16
91 12 13 14 15 16
92 13 13 14 15 16
93 13 14 14 15 16
94 13 14 15 15 16
95 14 14 15 15 16
96 14 15 15 15 16
97 14 15 15 15 17
98 14 15 15 16 17
99 14 15 16 16 17
100 au to
ki ll

6
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

The British Home Guard infantry and infantry Air troops use
regular small arms (rifles only).All British infantry regulars
and all German infantry troops use Enhanced Small Arms.
All hand-held anti-tank weapons (bazookas) are considered
inferior guns. The range is 8”.
“Guns” are tank cannon, anti-tank guns and on-table artillery.
Mortars are not effective against armor. Mortars (or a spotter)
must have line of sight to target
Troops and vehicles block line of sight as do houses and
higher terrain. Forests block line of sight. Units can only
“see” enemy units on edge of forest. Line of sight where both
sides are IN a forest is 8 inches; treat ALL fire combat as if it
were in long range.
WEAPON RANGES
SHORT
Bazookas
8”
Rifles and Other Small Arms
8”
Mortars and Crewed Machine Guns 12”
Cannon
16”

MEDIUM
--16”
24”
32”

LONG
---24”
36”
48”

Combat Captain

CHARTS

•
•

Initiative
Initiative Modifiers:
+1 for EVERY enemy subunit destroyed last turn.
+2 won initiative last turn;
+3 for EVERY close combat won last turn;
• Activation
• Close Combat
• Initiative Player Random Airplane or Off-board Artillery Event
• Reinforcement Move: Units beyond 40” of any enemy may make a reinforcement move.
• End of Turn
• Removing Cover
1 die worth of activity dice to pull one cover stick.
Units may leave Level 4 and 5 cover by expending three activity dice.
Vehicles can achieve Only Level 2 cover and can never be in level one cover

• Even Movement dice for infantry
All regular infantry and heavy weapons can move ONLY on even dice. Odd die rolls are
ignored.
.
• Total Die Rolls for Vehicles
Vehicle moves on any die number.
• Movement penalties – Odd Terrain: You need an odd number on the die
– Each morale chit is -1 on every die
Morale
Take one morale marker for the ENTIRE UNIT for any of following events:
1. A subunit is destroyed.
2 Unit fails to charge into close assault when charges are attempted.
3. Unit WITHDRAWS.
4. Unit loses a CLOSE COMBAT.
5. A sub-unit makes an emergency “brake cover.”
• Impact of a Morale Marker
Each morale chit is -1 on every die
When the number of chits for the unit as a whole equals six (OR equals the number of
remaining subunits) the unit ROUTS on the spot and vacates the field of combat.
Saving Casualties for Being in Cover
• Each time a subunit takes a possible hit such as from fire or melee the unit may try to save the
loss by rolling to SAVE for EACH possible hit. If the subunit rolls the required number or less,
the loss is ignored.
A subunit with level 1 cover saves on a 1 Level 1 cover is 270°.

A subunit with level 2 cover saves on a 2 or less. Level 2 cover is 270°.
A subunit with level 3 cover saves on a 3 or less. Level 3 cover is 270°.
(Level 3 cover can only occur within 12 inches of a model building.)
A subunit with level 4 cover saves on a 4 or less. Level 1 cover is 360°.
A subunit with level 5 cover saves on a 5 or less. Level 5 cover is 360°.
Close Assault
• Combat resolution

After ALL units are activated the close combat is resolved. If a unit is in close assault, even if only one
sub-unit “connected,” ALL sub-units in both the attacking company and defending company are in
close combat.
To resolve combat, each subunit throws a die. Attackers cause the number of hits consistent with the
number of pips on all even dice (defender gets saving rolls if in cover). Defenders cause the number
hits consistent with the number of pips on all odd dice.
AFTER deducting casualties, and removing dead bodies and eliminated subunits (which may cause
moral chits), each remaining subunit throws a dice:
ADD all attacking subunits ODD dice and get a total.
ADD all defending subunits’ EVEN dice and get a total.
• The defender gets an extra “point” for each level of cover for each sub-unit in the who-wins
calculation.
Higher total WINS the close combat.
LOSER withdraws 4 dice and is burdened by 1 moral chit for withdrawal and another chit for losing
the combat, the so-called “Oh Chit.”
• The winner of the close combat may acquire the territory vacated by the vacating enemy.
A winning attacker may move into the vacated area.
A winning defender, at his option, may move up to 6 inches forward
Initiative Player Random Airplane or Off-board Artillery Event
During this phase, the initiative player then has the option of trying for off-board artillery or airstrikes.
1
opposing player gets his choice of artillery fire or airplane strikes.
2
opposing player AUTOMATICALLY gets initiative next turn.
3
initiative player AUTOMATICALLY gets initiative next turn.
4
initiative player gets off-board artillery fire
5
initiative player gets strafing run
6
initiative player gets a bombing run
WEAPON RANGES
Bazookas
Rifles and Other Small Arms
Mortars and Crewed Machine Guns
Cannon

SHORT
8”
8”
12”
16”

MEDIUM
--16”
24”
32”

LONG
---24”
36”
48”

Measure from CENTER of sub-unit (or tank commander hatch) to any point on enemy sub-unit. Line
of sight where both sides are IN a forest is 8 inches; treat ALL fire combat as if it were in long range.

